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Animal Extinction and Evolution 

 
 
Trance Channeling begins  
 
The species you call the TIGERS will shortly be exiting your planet fully. Do not repine: 
this must take place as evolution of that energy collective is underway, and the energies 
of the tigers will live on in the human beings who choose to access it.  
 
What are the energies of the tiger?  
 
Group Member: Courage… 
 
Group Member: Power… 
 
Group Member: Royal… 
 
Group Member: Strength… 
 
Group Member: Aggressive…. 
 
Group Member: Vicious…. 
 
Charles Darwin: All this and more. Vicious? Not vicious, but single-minded, with 
purpose, without worrying about consequences, and in such balance that the single-
minded purpose drives it to perform whatever act it must, for its own highest good.  
 
However, if you perceive it as vicious, you need to look at the imbalance of the tiger 
energy that you may be accessing at this moment in time. 
 
This wonderful collective has now chosen to re-group in different parts of the Universe, 
not holding the form that they have on planet Earth, but continuing to hold the essence 
and the energies and yet adding to it. They are undergoing great transmutation: this 
must be respected and applauded. 
 
Group Member: Is the entire cat family exiting? Lions? 
 



Charles Darwin: Not yet….as of now, this decision has only been made by the tigers, 
from among the cat family. The lion family is likely to make the same decision, but not 
the house cats.  
 
Group Member: What is this decision based on? Why are the tigers the only ones 
exiting? 
 
Charles Darwin: The shift in the axis and the frequency of the Earth is facilitating this 
change, but it is not causing it. This wonderful collective has chosen to upgrade itself 
beyond your imagination, for purposes of its own growth and development. It has 
served its purpose on planet Earth and will therefore dispassionately withdraw its 
energies from the physical form.  But it will leave behind a holographic imprint, that you 
can access, if you so choose. 
 
Group Member: What work did they come for?  
 
Sohrab: The work of any species is never one-track: it has to dovetail with the game-
plan of other species from the same kingdom; and then also with the game-plan of all 
other inhabitants of planet earth. 
 
This regal and magnificent species offered all on earth the energies you have already 
spoken of: courage, strength, power, single-minded focus, expansion, and so on.  These 
energetic qualities came to you predominantly through the tiger, and to a lesser extent, 
through other members of the cat family. 
 
Tigers also hold a very, very high quotient of inter-dimensional energies and irradiate 
pure cosmic light. It may interest you to know that the energetic leader of the tigers was 
the one you call the Sai Baba.  
 
He is, was and always shall be a cosmic Master of great magnitude and he harnessed the 
tiger energies and energetically acted as a conduit to spread them to all on planet Earth. 
Other Masters also did this, but the Sai was at the helm of this work. These energies 
were required by all the various kingdoms on earth: the animal, plant, mineral and, of 
course, the human kingdom as well. 
 
The Tiger collective also facilitates cosmic shifts. Cosmic energies are passed through 
them, move to the core center of planet earth, merge here with earthly energies, and 
are then irradiated back outwards into deep space, for the benefit of other planets and 
societies in existence. 
 
The tiger collective also helped to further the telepathic and psychic abilities of all on 
planet Earth. You have now reached a certain level of energetic awareness where you 
do not need this external ‘boost’ anymore.  They are ready to move onto more 



expanded work; just as you are ready to expand your personal and collective 
boundaries. 
 
Group Member:  Are they mostly found in India or in the Far East? Also, I have heard of 
a group of monks who are rearing them in Thailand…could you explain this? 
 
Charles Darwin: Tigers require a high dosage of solar energy to activate their inter-
dimensionality, hence they are generally found in hot climates like India, the Far East, 
and in Africa.  But their placement is not random: they are often located in areas that 
contain, within the surface, certain energy vortexes…ones which would interact with 
their cellular structure to facilitate energetic radiation of a very high frequency. 
 
You spoke of Monks: let us extend this to anyone who works or interacts with tigers on 
a regular basis; such as zoologists, wildlife experts, or even laymen…these people not 
only require large doses of this energy for their personal growth and evolution; but also 
act as conduits of this energy.  They often access it, and then carry it back with them to 
other spaces, and disseminate it as required. 
 
Group Member: It is my power animal and Spirit guide…would it affect the energy if the 
tigers get extinct? 
 
Charles Darwin: NOT AT ALL! Their removal from your physical proximity has no effect 
on their ‘spirit proximity’.  
 
Group Member: Could the soul of a tiger incarnate into a human form?  
 
Charles Darwin: Could it? Yes. Would it? That is highly unlikely, as the evolution of the 
Tiger species, at this moment in time, is far superior to that of the human race. Let us 
explain this. 
 
This species is now choosing not to incarnate as individuated ‘animals’, but instead as 
groups of collectives: collectives having great power, force, wisdom and unity.  
 
Numerous physical tiger souls, when they now exit, will form unions with each other, 
depending on the frequency that pleases them and the frequency they wish to join. 
 
Hypothetically, 100 tigers may choose to unite as one particular frequency; and another 
200 may choose to unite as another frequency.  Each of these frequencies will become 
one collective.  
 
Though they will still experience a certain level of ‘individuality’, they will now function 
as the sum of the individuations.  They are evolving into highly sentient space beings.  
They have already attached themselves to the Ashtaar collective. 
 



Some of these collectives may choose a physical or semi-physical form; but most will 
flow free, vibrating at a very high frequency. 
 
Group Member: What are the new species coming to planet Earth? 
 
Charles Darwin: We will come to that… 
 
Group Member: When the tigers all exit from India, will there be consequences to our 
country?  
 
Charles Darwin: Most definitely. You are likely to experience a shake or a wobble in the 
areas in which they supply energy; such as power, courage, focus and intent.  But you, 
as a collective, need to learn to generate this from self, for self.  The crutches are being 
removed: will you be able to walk on your own now? 
 
Group Member: When the tigers are ‘removed’ from a particular area, does this change 
the energies of that space?  
 
Charles Darwin: Yes, indeed. Understand why. You have been studying cells, you have 
been studying frequency, you have been studying the speed and frequency of human 
beings, and you have also been studying the shift of the earth’s axis and the axis of the 
cells in the human body.  
 
When a particular species is removed, an energy vacuum is created; and this has to be 
filled.  What it is filled with is dependant on the collective consciousness of that 
particular area. In the case you have outlined, this could depend on the collective 
consciousness of India, or a state, or even a particular game reserve. 
 
The area could assess self and replace the tiger energies with similar ones, or 
diametrically opposite ones, depending on its needs.  For example, the energies of 
strength and power could be replaced by those of endeavor and clarity. Or self-search.  
And new species will be drawn to that area, to supply just that. 
 
New, vibrant and exciting species are already being drawn to earth, but you are not yet 
familiar with, or cognizant of them.  For example, a new winged species has already 
arrived, and lives among you.  Where? In your bloodstream!  These are not ‘germs’ or 
‘microbes’; they are a magnificent new species of sentient beings. 
 
Group Member: Energetically, what do they do for us?  
 
Charles Darwin: They help you raise your own vibrations, upgrade your frequency, and 
work in perfect harmony with your consciousness and higher consciousness, to ‘go as 
far as you wish to’. 
 



Many of you recently chose to activate the implant in the neck.  These new friends will 
move through this area quite frequently now, hook onto these accelerated vibrations, 
and help you increase your metabolism even further.  
 
[Laughing] Very shortly, your scientists are going to panic when they find your blood 
composition changing drastically!  They are going to discover mass blood anomalies.  
 
Group Member: So our blood groups will change too? 
 
Charles Darwin: Of course! In composition, texture, flavour, vibration and rate of flow. 
 
Group Member: I want to share something with the group: I have just come back from 
the Lilavati hospital, where I met a couple who had brought their baby to see a neuro-
physician. Her cerebral cortex is fused: the entire brain is just one mass. She had a very 
alien-looking face; she was beautiful, bright and vibrant, but the shape of her entire 
forehead was very different… 
 
Charles Darwin: [Smiling] If you recall, we told you over a year ago that many children 
would now be born with a unified brain, and with unified yin/yang energies. [To that 
Group Member] Suggest to the couple that they have the child’s blood composition 
checked, but not to worry! 
 
[To the Group]  These wonderful creatures in your bloodstream are of a very high 
vibration; you will slowly acclimatize to them as your frequency rises.  Your scientists 
will eventually recognize and accept them. 
 
Group Member: I am getting a strong feeling that this has something to do with the 
energies of the Phoenix.  
 
Charles Darwin: That is absolutely correct!! These beings are representatives of the 
Phoenix collective. As you well know, the Phoenix energies are about transformation 
and transmutation of Self. 
 
Group Member: Just as the Phoenix and the Dragons moved on eons ago, will the Tigers 
also become 5th dimensional beings?  
 
Charles Darwin: Yes. And the Dragons are returning: not in the physical, fire-breathing 
form as described in your mythology; but as creatures with the same essence. They have 
already begun to manifest in areas of deep wilderness, but are vibrating at such a high 
frequency that you cannot see them.  However, with your energetic sensitivity, you can 
begin to sense them.  Please welcome this wonderful, upgraded species: in time, you 
will see them and name them appropriately. 
 
 



Group Member: Will these creatures help in the reduction of the human population?  
 
Charles Darwin: Oh, because these ‘fire-breathing creatures’ are going to eat you up?  
Not at all: Humans are doing such a good job of destroying themselves, without the help 
of the Dragons! [All laugh]  
 
Humanity is reassessing itself, in terms of numbers, right now.  During the year 2011 in 
particular, there will be vast shifts in the quantity of the population.  
 
Each energetic area [which need not coincide with your definition of a country or state] 
is reassessing the quality and the quantity of its inhabitants, and is preparing to shift, 
streamline or, in some cases, enhance this.  
 
This may sound merciless, but it is not.  The process is a complete merger of the 
consciousness of the area, and of all its inhabitants. 
 
Group Member: Will those who chose to exit move to the twin earth, that is under 
construction?  
 
Charles Darwin: Some will. We will speak of this only briefly today.  We will hold an 
entire session on this topic, at a future date. 
 
An energetic twin Earth is under construction right now, very similar to the earth with 
which you are familiar, but holding different vibrations.  At the appropriate moment, 
certain human beings and others of differing species will be moved to this Earth, when 
planet Earth ‘leaps forward’.  This will happen very suddenly.  
 
Group Member: In the twinkling of an eye….? 
 
Charles Darwin: In the twinkling of an eye.  Many will move directly into spirit; but 
others will move so suddenly into this twin Earth, that they will not even be aware, at 
first, that anything ‘extraordinary’ has happened, or that they have even left the current 
Earth.  They will still experience 3-D, and their accustomed family, friends and homes 
around them. 
 
Yet others will choose to remain on this Earth planet: they will be pioneers of a new 
realm…. 
 
Group Member: Will lots of other extinct species now make a comeback?  
 
Charles Darwin: Some will, but naturally, in a new and upgraded manner.  Over the next 
50 to 60 years, your scientists will discover eggs, embryos and DNA traces, which they 
will be able to hatch with newer technology.  Expect new, hybrid species from this. 
 



At the same time, many familiar species on earth are undergoing vast genetic and 
energetic upgrades.  Are you not, yourselves?  For example, the Serpent collective is 
changing very quickly: this is not going to die out at all, but is going to be keepers and 
disseminators of new Cosmic Energies.  Think twice before you wipe out your snake 
population! 
 
Group Member: Will we, in the future, be able to clone tigers?  If so, will the clones hold 
the same energies as before? 
 
Charles Darwin: NO! You will not be able to successfully clone any species.  Clones may 
‘live’ for a short period in time, but they will not be able to hold natural, Universal 
energies. 
 
You will, however, learn to clone individual organs for the benefit of human existence 
and repair. These will be successful to a degree. Expect this to come into your medical 
reality within the next 10 years. 
 
Group Member: [inaudible]….half-man and half-animal?  
 
Charles Darwin: Most of the creatures described in your myths and legends, either 
existed or do exist concurrently, in different dimensions and realities: the Sphinx, the 
Phoenix and the Unicorn, for example.  But the imagery used was generally to help you 
conceptualize their powers and abilities. 
 
The Phoenix collective that you have now drawn to earth will not physically ‘burst into 
flames and rise from the ashes’.  That is an image given to help you understand 
‘moment to moment re-creation of self.’ However, these new beings will hold and 
disseminate that aspect of self. 
 
The Dragon species, which have now arrived, are extremely potent cosmic beings.  They 
will help you on your quest for inter-dimensionality, and for personal psychic 
enhancement. Start connecting with them from now! 
 
Will they eventually manifest in a physical form and vibration that you can see with the 
naked eye?  That has not yet been decided.  In all likelihood they will, but not in a form 
that you recognise as a ‘dragon’. 
 
Many new species have already manifested deep within the oceans: at least 7 brand 
new species are now in residence there.  Some of these will eventually evolve into air-
breathing, light-functioning surface beings.  They are slowly moving upwards.  Others 
may choose to remain there. 
 
There are currently over 1000 new species that have arrived on planet earth.  Some in 
physical form, others in vibratory form.  Please welcome them! 



 
Group Member: When you said ‘they’, who really decides whether or not certain 
species remain in pure vibration, or move into a physical form?  
 
Charles Darwin:  Various combinations of energies/groups decide this. For example, the 
human kingdom and the plant kingdom together may decide that a certain species 
would be appropriate for their growth and development.  They would then, on an 
energetic level, liaise with all the other groups on Earth, to gain their approval.  After all, 
it has to serve all! 
 
Now, hypothetically, let us say that all kingdoms except for the mineral kingdom, have 
decided to ‘invite’ a new species onto Earth.  The mineral kingdom may then choose to 
completely shield itself from any interaction with this new species, as it is not 
appropriate for its growth. 
 
Group Member: So the mineral kingdom will not be able to see or experience them?  
 
Charles Darwin: Possibly! Or they may be able to acknowledge their presence, but will 
not interact with them, in any way, physically or energetically. 
 
This has already happened:  many species are here on earth, for the benefit of all the 
kingdoms except the human race.  These you do not even know of. 
You cannot see, touch, taste, feel or experience them at all.  You do not even know that 
they exist. And that is as it should be. 
 
Group Member: What about their vibrations? 
 
Charles Darwin: They are of a frequency you cannot access or acknowledge.  But they 
affect your pets, your homes, the objects in your homes, and so on… 
This is because the human race has deemed these species unnecessary or detrimental 
to its growth and evolution, at this moment in time. 
 
Group Member: The Discovery channel recently had a program on unknown deep-sea 
creatures… 
 
Charles Darwin: And yet, not all of these are ‘new’ species to Earth. But some are. 
 
Group Member: What about the ape/monkey kingdom?  Will they stay on? 
 
Charles Darwin: Yes, they will. They are already evolving very rapidly.  Some are already 
shedding hair and taking on more human-like appearance and qualities: however, they 
are not evolving into humans, but into a new level of themselves.  You will, over the 
next 20 years, be able to communicate with them. 
 



Group Member: What about rats? Are they moving on too? 
 
Charles Darwin: This is very likely to occur, but before this happens, there will be a 
population explosion of them….. 
 
Group Member: Human beings still don’t easily accept some species: what factors 
govern this?  
 
Charles Darwin: Human beings are still bound by old concepts and conditioning:  when 
you see a snake, for example, most experience fear.  This comes from centuries of 
cellular programming.  So your general instinct is to either run away, or to kill it. 
 
Now, as you evolve, you are invited to shift your old perspective and to view them 
differently.  Connect with them and experience their new vibrations.  Open to the 
energies that this magnificent species now offers you.  They are deeply occult beings, 
and by connecting with them in joy, you can align your Chakric system in an instant. 
 
The snake kingdom, with the new energies, offers you the opportunity to examine Self 
and others at an extremely accelerated rate. When we say ‘examine’, this implies a deep 
cellular understanding of Who You Are and Who Others Are, without judgment.  
 
Group Member: The 2 snakes intertwined… 
 
Charles Darwin: The 2 snakes intertwined, as a symbol, represents the perfect balance 
of the Yin/Yang, and now, pure Cosmic Unity.   
 
Group Member: The Mayans had Quetzalcoatl…..the snake god that brought messages 
from the Universe….are we going to get the same messages…? 
 
Charles Darwin: You already are: you have the serpent kingdom to thank for these 
sessions.  
 

BLESSINGS, JOY, LOVE and LIGHT FROM 
THE ENERGIES OF CHARLES DARWIN.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 


